INSTRUCTIONS FOR AUTHORS
Page Setup:
Font: Times New Roman, size 12, language Serbian (Latin), English, German or
Italian.
Paragraph: the first line Indented; Line spacing 1.5; Alignment, Justified.
Paper length: from 16 to 25 pages (36 300 to 56 725 characters with spacing).
The name of the author and author’s institution (affiliates):
Author’s title, name and surname should be written in the center of the page
(Alignment Center, Font style Bold), in the next line the name of the affiliation,
followed by the title of the paper below. Example:
Professor Dragan Simeunović, Ph.D
Faculty of Political Sciences, University of Belgrade
Title of the paper:
Title of the paper is typed in capital letters (font Times New Roman 14, Bold).
Subtitles are also centered and capitalized (font Times New Roman 12, Bold) ma
rked with Arabic numbering.
Abstract:
Abstract (Italic) should be from 100 to 250 words and placed between Headers
(author’s name and title of the text). Abstract is followed by Key words: (5-10), after
which the text of the paper is laid out. The paper should have abstracts both in Serbian
and English language (abstracts in foreign language should be written at the end of
the text, after the Literature). Exceptionally, rather than in English, the abstract may
be written in a language of a widespread use in a given scientific discipline.
Footnotes:
Footnotes are placed at the bottom of the page. They are of the same font as the
text body (typed on opening the option Insert - Reference - Footnote). Examples
of footnotes when stating:
- Monograph (contains author’s surname and name, title of the paper in Italic,
name of publisher, place of publication, year of publication and page number):
Simeunović Dragan, Terrorism, Faculty of Law, Belgrade, 2009, p. 12.
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- Scientific article (contains author’s surname and name, title of the article in
quotation marks, name of the magazine in Italic, number of the magazine, year of
publication and page number):
Simeunović Dragan, “ Njegoš između neba i zemlje - ogled o Njegoševim politi
čkim idejama”, Kultura polisa, br. 22, 2013, p. 2.
- Collection of papers (contains surname and name of the author, title of the article
in quotation marks, name of the collection in Italic, editor of the collection in
parentheses, name of publisher, place of publication, year of publication and page
number):
Simeunović Dragan, “Sima Marković o tragizmu malih naroda”, u zborniku Dru
štvena i naučna misao Sime Markovića (ur. Aleksandar Kostić, ) SANU, Beograd,
2013, p. 76.
- Internet referencing (contains full internet address and log date):
http://scindeks.ceon.rs/SearchResultsaspx?query=ARTAU%26and%26dragan%
2bsimeunovi%25c4%2587&page=0&sort=1&stype=0, 19.05.2014.
References:
Should be at the end of the paper (in front of the abstract in foreign language),
lined up alphabetically by author. Examples for:
- Monograph (contains author’s surname and name, title of the paper in Italic,
name of publisher, place of publication, year of publication):
Simeunović Dragan, Terrorism, Faculty of Law, Belgrade, 2009.
- Scientific article (contains author’s surname and name, title of the article in
quotation marks, name of the magazine in Italic, number of the magazine, year
of publication):
Simeunović Dragan, “ Njegoš između neba i zemlje - ogled o Njegoševim
političkim idejama”, Kultura polisa, br. 22, 2013.
- Collection of papers (contains surname and name of the author, title of the
article in quotation marks, name of the collection in Italic, editor of the collection
in parentheses, name of publisher, place of publication, year of publication):
Simeunović Dragan, “Sima Marković o tragizmu malih naroda”, u zborniku
Društvena i naučna misao Sime Markovića (ur. Aleksandar Kostić, ) SANU,
Beograd, 2013.
Papers should be submitted in electronic form, sent to email address:
nauka_drustvo@yahoo.com
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